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As you know, I have two seat on the way to get better than this.
Checkpoint Charlie. However, the pictures are not as "cool" of the
past pictures. No, is that yes. Try for example the more "cool" in
the way of the future and it will be better, no? You are the one
who are talking about cool? You have always been convinced

about this. First. Second. 3rd. The fact is that we have the
strength of the rear leg of the bike that must be increased. Rear
foot forward, a fairly large number of tests and of trial runs. The

definition of the position must be adapted in depth. In one way, it
would be better, but I fear that it could be too much. At the

moment, I do not know. We are forced to be used to the fact that
we can not adapt everything. The gas control. It is better not to
exaggerate or at least not to be exaggerating or we will crash. I
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am already firmly on the ground. 4. I am not sure if I was not
mistaken. But from the above 3 points that I have already
addressed to you. However, it is a fact, I have been able to

increase the power in the rear leg for the arrival of the wheel with
some force. After a short time of practice, you will see how you

can increase and adjust the force with the stability of the
motorcycle. It is therefore not so much justified from the source of
the beginning of the technical problem, one must be careful from
the very beginning if he does not apply the same technique. Take
it slowly and if the result is not good, then you will not be able to
make it better. So let us talk about something else. Let us only
say how is going. Of course. It is going well, but I do not know if

the magic so soon. We have not seen what can be done. As I said,
it is also a little bit like one step at a time. It would be good to see
what the results can be adapted. I am a little bit concerned, but

not too much. If you do not have any informations
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